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i.r. i resident, Lembers of th-= Tril-und: 

i'o onsver the mot ions to dismiss m~de by the 

severd defendants by treating e<-ch motion separately 

would involve a lengthy &nd in our judrment, unnec-

essary repetition, For that reason it is our purpose 

to make one series of arguments vhi.ch v ill answer 

collectively all roints ^resented by the motions of 

all defendants end e^ch point (r.«de by the motion of 

each defendant. 

It is v-ell to Lee r in mind something of the 

structure end contents of the Indictment v-hich may 

be summarised is foliovs. 

Counts 1 to 5 charge that the defendants 

entered into unlawful conspiracies h vin-. as 

their object the do:.dnution b unla-.ful agres-

sion in violation of treaties etc. (l) --.II of 
n ' —ir-r— 1,1 1 »m 

—jc.st -si-, Pacific and Indian Gce=iis, against 

any country or countries which mi. ht oppose that 

purpose; (2J that part of the ^e, ublic of 

China commonly ^Q'-n as -anchuria; V3j all of 

the xtepublic of China; (4) all of ^ast ^aia and 

of the pacific and Indian Oceans etc„ against the 

United otates, l-ritisl; ̂o:;j.ionv.e&Jth, franco, 
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Ketli. rl-n/e, ^hint, 1 ortupd, Thuiltnd, Philipp-

ines, end the -oviet Union; and (5) a conspii*-

c cy betv-e n the defendants and Gem-n;- and Italy 

to s.- cure military, naval, economic and oolitical 

domination of the 'hole »;orld - ainst c-ny country 

or courtries ;,•{• ich mi ht oppose such purpose, 

and ,'v-rticuiarly tie United States, British 

Co.-* .on' ei.lth, xranc., ietherlands, China, 

* ortu.al, Thailand, Philippines, ,.nc the Soviet 

Union. 

Counts 6 to 17 inclusive, allege that all 

of the defendants plained and prepared the wars 

of aggression and in violation of international 

la-,:, treaties, agreements, etc. against Various 

nations separately named in each count, c-nd in-

cluding in addition to the nations enraged in 

this prosecution, the Kingdom of Thailand. 

-11 cf the defendants t re n*med m each of the 
1 j, IL jiii " ir T 

17 counts above enumerates, * 

Counts 1; to 26, inclusive, allege that 

certain of the decent uno^ initiated ,'c.rs of 

aggression and in violation to international lav, 
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treaties, etc., against China, United states, 

- hili , ines, British Commonwealth, France, 

Thailand, 60viet Union did the Longslian 

leoples He^ublic. 

Counts 2? to 36, inclusive, charge the de-

fendants vith waging »ors of aggression end in 

violation of international lav, treaties, etc. 

^11 of these counts except 33, 35, and 36, name 

all of the defendants. Count, 33 alleging the waging 

of War against France, Count 35 alleging the voting 

of ar agair. -t the ooviet 'union, and Count 36 alleg-

ing the waging of w&r against the Mongolian Peoples 

Republic, and the ooviet Union do not include certain 

defendants. 

Counts 37 and 3& allege tfc-t 0 :rtain defend-

ants therein named conspired together to murder 

any and all such persons, both militai/ and 

civilian, «s mi: Jit be present the place attack-

ed in the course of initiating of unlawful hostil-

ities against the United states, the Philippines, 

British Co.'i vom-edth; i^tho.rlcnds and. Thailand. 



Counts 39 to L3, inclusive, include specific 

murders at specified places including leai-l 

harbor, Koto hshru, Hon-^konp, aid the attack on 

H.xa.S, FjjTFtOI at Shanghai, end ct Davao in the 

Philippines, in which many persons -iers murder-

ed* 

Count Ub alleges th-:t tlj. of t;ie defendants 

participated in * conspiracy for the murder of 

prisoners nf vcr ~nd civilians on lend end at 

sea r 

Courta U5 to 50, inclusive, allege specific 

acts r,f muroer c.gainst defendants ni.rr.ed in said 

counts, ct Various places in the Republic of 

Chine. • 

Count d 51 a.id 52 a Here that certain no&ed 

defendants murdered members of the armed forces 

of the koncolian and Soviet lie publics. 

Count 53 alleges that certain named defend-

anta conspired to commit breaches of the lâ v 

and c-ustons of "var in respect of the credtment 

of prisoners of war and civilian internees. 
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Count 54 alleges that certain named defend-

ants ordered, authorized and permitted such 

offenses. 

Count 55 alleges that certain, named defend-

ant? deliberately and recyclesfly disregarded 

their legal duty to taice adequate steps to pre-

vent such breaches and. thereby violated the laws 

of war.-. 

In this analysis no effort has been made to name 

the particular defendants charged in specific counts 

whicA Include anv lsss th-an all •• f the defendants,. 

The reason for this will - -psar from a consideration of 
* 

the theory and procedure followed by the Prosecution 

in establishing its case. 

The rrosecution has presented its Cc.se in accord-

ance »,ith the well recognized ''Conspiracy" method of 

proof. Thct is to say, it has proceeded to prove that 

an overall c onspiracy of a comprehensive character, 

and of a continuing nature, wrs formed, existed and 

operated d-iid.it, the period fr >r ,.°2ov to 1945 covered by 

the Indictment, and that the oljs-o and purpose of 

sc.id conspiracy consisted In the complete domination 
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by Japan of all of the territories genera11/ knovn 

as Greater -jast j.sia described in the Indictment; 

that it was the ur ose to secure such domination 

by and wars of aggression ~nd in violation of 

.international law, treaties, etc., at whatever places 

and against whatever nations c.nc persons should be 

convenient or necessary to -ccomplish the overall 

purpose oi the conspiracy. 

i-t followed of course as an incident, and as a 

necessary part of such conspiracy, that in pursuing 

the object of the conspiracy, -nd in the planning, 

initiating and vagin.p; of wars of aggression, and wars 

in violation of international la'., treaties, etc. 

tnat numerous individuals, both military and civilian, 

would be i'ixled. 

The killing by a belligerent who has planned, 

initiated, or is wa ing «n unlawful war, constitutes 

-.under. 

It tnerefore follows from fundamental, universal 

principles of the Law of Conspiracy, that any and all 

persons wr.o were members of the overt.U conspiracy 

which 1 have just described, became individually ana 

severally criminally responsible end liable to 

prosecution and conviction for each and every act 
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CDiMiittc i." in the course of the conspiracy, whether thu-t 

act be the urua-.ful plannin , initiation, or Waring 

of war, oi' whether it be a murder or other atrocity 

in violation of law committed in the course of the 

carrying out of the conspiracy. 

In vie'; of the adoption of this method of proof, 

it becomes unneccssc ry to do i .ore tnan to examine 

into and determine t-;o Questions: 

I;II£T: rioS o general und continuing 

c oris piracy of the character and scope 
iiMir -i llimi l II mi 

set forth in Count 1 of the Indictment, 

been established: 
mm 

S.jCOhJLI: «s to einy particular defend-

ant, was he a member of the conspiracy at 

the time tne specific crime set forth in 

any count, (other than a conspiracy count), 

- _s conimitted. 

If these tvo -..juestions c.re answered in the affirm-

ative, it fellows that any defendant who was a member 

of the conspiracy at the time any specific act charged 

as a criae Was committed, is guilty of that crime, 

whether he personally participated therein or not. 

" ho does throu-h another, he does it himself". 
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It is perhaps an unnecessary precaution, in view 

of the vide learning c.ad experience of the members of 

this Tribunal, for me to do so, but as in-iiCc-ting the 

Prosecution theory in presentation of this case ; and 

the legal be.sis therefor, I take the liberty of 

quoting an approved instruction wivsn to the jury in 

the California case of reople v. oacramento butchers' 

association, 12 Col, app, 471, =>t 1". 495, which is 

as follows; 

"The courr.or: design is the essence of the charge, 
and while it is necessary in order to establish 
a conspiracy, to prove a combination of tvo or 
more persons, by concerted action, to accomplish 
the criminal or unlawful purpose, it is not nec-
essary to constitute a conspiracy that "to or more 
persons should eet +o -etner, enter iato an 
"explicit or' lubrilaTll"2"reĉ  ent for an unlawful scheme, 
or that they should directly bp • ords or in writing. 
State what the unlawful ^q-T^e va s ic be. and the 
detail of the plans or nie-̂ ns by which the unlawful 
combination Mas to be effective, it is 
sufficient if two or more persons, in ony manner, 
or through any contrivance, oas.vtively or tacitly 
come to a mutual understanding to accomplish a 
common unlawful design, in other words, v here 
on unlawful end is sou. ht to be effected, and two 
or more persons, a^uahed by the common purpose of 
accomplishing chat end, \ork togctner, in any w«y, 
in furtherance of the unlawful scheme, every one of 
said parsons becomes a membe" of the conspiracy; 
although the part Jv> w^s to 3 therein was a 
subordinate one, or was to bj executed at a remote 
distance from the other conspirators p! 
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I also quote from the opinion of the United States 

Circuit Court of appeals for the Seventh ^ircuit, in 

the case of ^llen vs. The United states, 4 Fed. (2) 668 

as follows: 

"*> conspiracy may be established by circumstantial 
_ .Tr'Tr̂ T̂ ™™1 t~" ~ : " _ n . fy,. • 0 evider.ce or "by'Reduction ff o'MTocts P The common 
design is the essence of the crime., and this may 
be made to appear when the parties steadil;. "iirsue 
t! e sc-me object, v.hether acting separately or 
together. by common or different means, but ever 
lea • £r~ ~ to the same unlawful result, if the 
parties acted togetnTrT^accomplish something 
unlawful, a conspiracy is shorn, even though 
incividu-i conspirators m^y have done acts in 
furtherance of the common unlawful design apart 
from and ur noT,n to the others, ,.11 of the 
cons^iratoi s need not be acquainted >ith each / 
other. They nay not hc.ve previously associated 
together. One defendant may know but one other 
iuember of the conspiracy, but if, knowing that 
others have combined to violate the lav, a party I 
Knowingly coopera tes to further the object of the 1 
consi iracy. he becomes a party thereto". / 

(italics ours) 

another Case •• i.ich indicates the j-ro ecution 

theory of proof is the case of People v. ilker. 17 Cal, 

app. (2) 372, which was a case in which the defendant 

was convicted of the crime of grand theft, a specific 

offense. Froof bas made by showing that he was a 

member of a conspiracy in the course of which the 

theft was committed. The defendant claimed that he 



was not responsible becc. use t- hile the theft hod 

admittedly been committed, it had been committed by 

another erson. 

The court, in disposing of this contention, stated 

as follows: 

"On the trial of the action it was neither 
asserted nor attempted to be proved by t1- e 
prosecution that defendant either directly 
participated in the actual commission of the 
offense for the commission of which he was 
being prosecuted, or even that he was personally 
present at the time hen and the place where the 
crime was actually committed. To the contrary, 
defendant's conviction depended upon legal proof 
of his membership in the conspiracy, or of his 
having been a party to c.n agreement to commit 
the crime. 

"appellant concedes the fact that on the occasion 
in question ti.e crime of grand theft was committed. 

"apparently ithout conflicting authority with 
reference thereto, -s a matter of common knowledge, 
the low recognizes the fact that where two or more 
persons have engaged in the commission of some 
criminal act, their antecedent agreement or 
common understanding, one ith the other or the 
others, so to do, ordinarily hos been entered into 
in secret; but manifestly, »here the crime is shown 
to hive been committed by t'. o or more individuals 
who in its commission have acted in concert, one with 
the other or the others, it is an inevitable conclu-
sion that the crime was the result of an agreement 
of conspiracy beti een or amon*. the participants 
therein that the crime should be committed." 

'Italics ours) 
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Having in mind the theory of the i rosecution, 

as above expressed and the legal principles set forth 

in the c ses just ju-ted, we have proceeded to prove 

tb.3 existence of the conspiracies alleged, and the 

membership in ti e conspiracy, of each and all of the 

de Jt.ndantc'e 
\ 

I purpose now, very briefly, to point out a 

sufficient amount of the evidence produced over these 

many months of trial, to show that such a conspiracy 

ts described in the Indictment has been proved to 

have existed, and to point out to the court the evi-

dence vhich shows the object, purpose and scope of 

this conspiracy. 

hen I have completed this presentation, I 

believe it will appear to the satisfaction of the 

court that the answer to the First question, naoblyi 

"has a conspiracy been proved" 

must be answered in the af. irillative, 

Fo]loving this pres nt^tion, my brother, 

^r. Comyns-Ccrr, 'rosecutor for the United Kingdom, 

will point out to the court so much cf the evidence 

in respect of the activity of each of the defendants 

as is sufficient to sho" that that defendant was et 

the times involved in the Vc rious counts, a member 

of the canspiracy and therefore liable for the 



commission of the crimes specifically set forth. 

e feel tlict this pres r-tat ion w.\l.l adequately 

answer all contentions made by the Defense, and that 

in addition thereto, it will s ve to point out and 

clarify t. e issuesand will be of some assistance to 

the court in passing upon such uestions of 

admissibility cs may arise in the course of the pre-

sentation of the Defense. 

i.s seen from the quotations just read, the 

cardxnal requirement on the prosecution in a conspir-

acy case is to prove the common design. In some cases 

the common desi n is difficult to find while in other 

cases it is comparatively easy, however, in eitner 

ĉ .se, once tie common design has been established, all 

the evidence, regardless of how disconnected it may 

seem to be, or regardless of how disconnected, the 

actions of the various defendants may seem, falls 

easily into its proper and logical sequence. 

In this case, it is submitted, it is not at all 

difficult to locate end spell out the common design•. 

•r.side from the evidence on Class j- and C Offenses, 

almost each ^nd every document and the testimony of 
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e-ch and every v.itness highlights J,the common design 

as being nothing less than to obtain political, military 

and economic domination of what has come to be imown c.s 

the Greater ^.st Asiatic ^rea by and through any and 

all methods vhatsoever including the fighting of aggress-

ive wars. If one grasps this common design as the key 

string of the mosaic of the evidence, one roust inevitably 

recognize that between the years 1928 and 1945 a conspir-

acy among certain of the militaristic class of Ja an and 

certain civilians "was formed and ?ut into operation. 
^ p d tiiM.ii»wwrTirrJ~iiBiinrarfimimrr 
The Prosecution of course is unable to name all of the 

members of that conspiracy, e do know, and the evidence 
-*•" hmhijbiuh -

has established, that even prior to 1928 and continuously 

on down to the end of the conspiracy the defendant OYMf{ 

was engaged in promoting, . ubiicizing and inciting the 

people of Japan to .join in a militaristic ^nd ultra-
nationalistic "renovation" of Japan for the ,-urpose of 

bringing about the subjugation and domination by the 

Japanese .jap;.re of all of ^ast Asia and the islcnds of 

the iacific and Indian Oceans and the ousting of all 
m*mmmmm 

the whites from that territory. The purpose was to start 

by taking Manchuria, then the rest of ChinaA.then 

(dependent as to or er upon current conditions) to 

move northward and take Siberia, and to move southward 
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and to take ^IcVg, 'ihailano, French Indo-China, the 

hetherl^nd Indies, -urine, and India, the Philippines, 

Australia and ^ew Aealond. The grandiose object of the 

(hx.218'2rt cons Piracy is adequately expressed in iuxhibit ,21P2i». 
R.15619-

15631) This exhibit, taken from the book, "The 

Establishment of Order in Greater ^-st ̂ -sia1', by 

OKAtA, V'dS published 20 nacust lv43 during the course 

of the conspiracy and. was an expression by one of the 

cons irators of its object and uroose, I quote as 

follows: 
"If I : ere to .rite a modern .history of 

Ja.an, I should begin it with a description of 
Shin-en Sx.TO's ideas. This is because in the 
soul of this gre-t scholar had already been 
conceived a ne. Ja .an in the . ost concrete form, 
(iron p-fe 9) 

"Shin-en —10, first of all; thou ht Japan 
'the foundation of the world' and believed that 
Japan would be able to make all the rest of 
the vorld ner countries or prefectures if she 
succeeded in 'ru ing over the foundation of 
ti.e vorld'. .ith a view to carrying out this 
'great work of renovating the vorld1, he advo-
cated a drastic political renovation of the 
interior ^span and the order of unifying all 
nations. 'In order to develop other countries, 
it is best for the .^mpire/i,e,Japan/ to make 
a start by absorbing China into her first of all,' 
he advocated'.... e-uven the powerful bhina is no 
match for the ^m ire, r.ot to speak of other 
barbarous countries.... If China becomes our 
jossession, is it possible for the other 
countries in the .est, Siam and India rot to 
come gradually under the stay of the Jmpire 
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"yearning for her power of commanding love and 
respect, being overb ed and foiling prostrate be-
fore her?' resides, it was his opinion that in 
order to control ^hina, 'no other place is easier 
to occupy than i-&nchuria.1 ..nd at the same time 
he thought it necessary to obtain the whole 'area 
in the South oea 'covering thousands of ri starting 
with the Philippines so oS to prepare for the 
north: ara aggression of the -European l owers, 
especially of Great Britain ana then obtain gradual 
control of India ana its neighbors and various 
islands in the Indian Ocean, following the occupa-
tion of China, ^nnam, Shan-Cheng and C-.mbodia,' 
Urom pages 10-11)." , 

The conspirators, for the purpose of trying to 

bring about the dominance of a military class in Japan, 

planned the so-Called i arch and October Incidents, as 

well as other incidents, and planned an occurrence at 

r-ukden on September 18, 1931 vohich made an excuse for 

the k -liTUNG poised in preparation for such an 

event, to sv;eep over ̂ anchuria and effect its military 

con' uest. 

So. eth .r. of the course of the conspirators' plans 

is shown in the booK wr. : .. jn by the accused EhSKDiOTO 

(published in 1-̂ 36 during the course of the conspiracy), 

ihwsrMch he states that in 1930 while returning to Japan 

from Turkey: 
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(i*. 177 
it. 1917-20) 

"During my thirty days' voyage I pondered 
on how to reform Japan, and as a result 1 succeeded 
in drawing a definite plan to a certain degree, 
i.nd on returning to the General t>taff Office, my 
former haunt, i devised several schemes in order 
to put my ideas into execution, although I dare 
not say it was the only Cause of such results, 
hovever, the ̂ -anchurian incident, secession from 
the Dengue of Actions, end renunciation of the Dis-
armament Treaty, took place successively and within 
the country, ̂ .y 15 Incident, Shinpei Tui Incident, 
and the February 26 incident took place in success-
ion." 

(R. 1821-22) 
(R.1900-1 and 

1966-1982) 

(ix.2177rt 
R.15560-
15589) 

(R.X55&7) 

The evidence shows clearly that the defendants 

OK*, .i-, h ^ H B OTO, DOLIH..:^ and IT.-G..KI and others were 

members of this conspiracy and that they helped bring 

about the incident which w&s intended to, and did, lead 

to the military aggressions in Manchuria beginning 

September lu, 1V31. ^ee: 

Testimony of testimony of T..NaKk. 

The testimony of °t his trial in Tokyo in 

1934 (during the existence of the conspiracy) showed 

the relation o± the Larch and October Incidents to the 

Lanchurian Incident and the aggressions in ^anchuria. 

He stated that he (OFk . ) and the accused K.-.3FI 0T0, 

ITr.G. KI and D0hIh.R.-. (..ere all in the conspiracy. 
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Ux. 2178b 
it. 155,1-99) 

(R.156OO) 

(H.1962, 
1985-87) 

( - 1X.IS6, 
R. 2209-10) 

Oî i .i.'s defense in the Tokyo Court of appeals 

sets forth some of his activities in the conspiracy to 

set off the ianchurian ag ressions, ,nd in particular 

his close cooperation with the K .^FTUKG ̂ RIT in select-

ing Japanese "officials" for hanchuria. 

The purpose of the ^-anchurian Incident Was to 

seize ^-anchuria by military aggression, to reform it 

politically as a part of the Japanese Jmpire, and to 

consolidate ana integrate its economy and finance with 

that of Japan so that its raw and manufactured materials 

and labor mi,- ht be used as a supply and its soil as a 

base for further aggressions. 

That the lijbh military command of Japan and, in 

particular, the K -,.i*TUh; • riJi-.Y vere involved in this 

conspiracy to seize and dominate ^anchuria is shown 

by tne fc.ct that within twenty-four hours of the Inci-

dent at Lukden large Japanese armies were spreading jut 

over ^-anchuria. ouch immediate action (in view of our 

knowledge of lo istics) must he,ve been preceded by many 

weeks or months of preparation, This is also indicated 

by General Llh.gl^s strong militaristic speech at a 

conference of Division Commanders concerning A;anchuria 
MMHBMMUWMMJ*»iJL'BfiaŜ t̂X'*̂.::̂• • „unnm nu-iity:*̂ 1'*̂ ^̂ ' 
and Mongolia ..ugust 4, 1931. 

/Ill 
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Ihot the iiukden Incident was c planned one is 

show not only by the evidence concerning the plot to 

•which reference has already been made, but is also 

strongly indicated by the .ritten report of the League 

(-oc.57,67,70,7l) of Nations Committee, the testimony of the witness John 
(a,3212-16. ) -—— 

B. toT.ell, the reports of Consul General E-Y..SHI to 
(ijx.181, it.2178-9) 

foreign minister S. ID3F.-.R,., and the testimony of the 
(.i. 3016-3023) • 

v itnef• s iuoriehima , 

-11 of the evidence concerning what the Japanese 

did in ruling the territory, politics ana economy of 

iarcir.ir.v-. together vith the circumstances of the estab-
(R.5014-5119) 

(R.1969) 
(•ux.57,P.Ill) lishfliint of the puppet governments in Manchuria (the 
(jmc-,187 I, 

R.2784-6) latter designed to deceive the other powers), shows that 

(R.2819-2822) it was at all times the intent of the Japanese conspira-
tors to take permanent physical, political and economic 

possession of i"anchuria, and that this was to be accom-

plished, and in fact was accomplished, by means of 

aggressive Warfare, in violation of international law 

and treaties and assurances and, in particular, in 

violation oi the hine-Fover Treaty and the Kellogg-

Bri.anc' /fret 
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the time of the Lukden incident the accused 

iJIN-iuv.1 vas t-r kinister. He claimed to know nothing of 

(K.13S4- the activities of the kwantunr ^rmy and the troops from 
1393) 

Korea who i e.re spreading over iaanchuria. he claimed he 

could not control them. It is significant, however, that 

no action tc control the supply of money, material or 

reinforcements to those armies was undertaken by i'lNiJ I. 

He wes shortly followed as ar minister by the accused 

1 ho actively supported the additions to and re-

(K.2-̂ S?i-22 inforeer.oats of the Japanese armies fighting in hanchuria. 
V:j<,2240) uIL&l was engaged in propaganda, seeking to whip up the 

&o) militaristic spir.it of the Japanese, to glorify the 

Japanese ^rmy, to point out its oal in conquering ell 

of -iast x.siaj to point out the probability of war with y ^ p 

the United States, end by means of flags and airplanes 

to show that Japan could conquer and dominate the whole 

(i^x.14S a) world. This was done by rne&ns of a motion picture 

entitled "Ja-an in Time of -itner ency" which was made 

and distributed in 1/33. 

During the period from 1932 to 1936 Japan com-

(^x.192 pleted its conquest of Lanchuria (including Jehol 
it.2269-70) -

rrovince); expanded its Governmental, economic and 

industrial control for that territory and prepared 

£ T 
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for the next step which was farther armed advance into 

China. 

ith Korea and the Provinces of Manchuria and Jehnl 

as bases for operations, Japan was in a position to 

prcsocute her plans against the Soviet linion to the 

north or against the remainder of China to the south. 

If she elected to proceed first against the Soviet 

Union, a hostile China more >̂nd more united under the 

strong leadership of Chiang Kai-shek vias a threat from 

ttrs rec.r, am? if she elected to proceed first against 

China there was danger of unified opposition by China 

and Russia0 

In this dilemma, the accused or their leaders 

sought the political strength and bargaining power which 

wohld be acquired by military alliance with Germany, 

a ftfttion then engaged in a program of military prepared-

ness for regressive action in ...urope. The result was 

(-01.36 the conclusion of the «nti-Ccmintern Fact on 25 oent-
R. 5934) 

embsr I93o. The Pact on its face was directed against 
0, 

'.5937) the activities of the Communist International, bat it 

was converted into a military alliance aimed at the 

U.8.S.R. by an accessory protocol and secret agreement.. 
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The «nti-Comintern Kct was designed and intended, 

(iixJ+85, throu h the threat of joint militcry action between 
3.5969) 

Japan ana Germany, to operate as a check against the 
(act464} 
R.5963) Soviet Union, to strengthen the hand of Japan in China 

and to afford an excuse for continued Japanese military 
A. 597*) 

agi- ression, 

Japan, thus fortified in her international situa-

tion, was in a position v here she could proceed in 

comparative Safety 1 ith the execution of her so-calied 

divine mission oi renovating the orld, the first step 

of which was the creation of a i-«e\ Order in ^ast .-sia . 

The accused or their leaders, by the conclusion of this 

tact, laid the groundwork for further cooperation of 

aggressive nations in the accomplishment of the objects 

of the conspiracy. . 

On July 7. 1937. occurred the so-called "Parco ' / 7 
(k.2.32c, Polo crid^e Incident". From that time on aggressive 

2363) — 
warfare against the rest of China continued ith the 
Japanese gaining month by month and year by year 

additional territory throughout ttie balance of the 

period of the conspiracy. The aggressions of the 

Japanese -rmy during this period may best be stated 

in the language of the witness C-oette as follows: 
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U.2774) 

(^x.2229, 
A ,15988) 

(/oc, 148 «) 

22. 

"The military aim of the Japanese /.rmy as re-
iterated to me by such Japanese officers, 
not so much the acquisition of territory as 
the annihilation, submission, and killing of 
Chinese hationalibt armies." 

Tills vie".; is verified by one of the accused, 

Hlftci.'U: who, in his speech before, the Diet on 21 ^ 

January 1.-39, when as i-rime Lix.istcr he stated: 

"In regard to the China affair upon which 
both ths '̂ocenrvt̂ nt and the people are con-
centrating ti oir endeavors there exists an 
immutable policy, for which ample sanction 
Was obtained by the previous Cabinet, and in 
accordance • ith which ntces ary ste ;s have 
been tal-.tn in various directions, us the 
present Cabinet is, of course, committed 
to th« same policy, it is determined to pro-
ceed at all costs to the achievement of the 
firal ur .ofe."-'--̂ -

' j. hope the above intention of Japan will be 
understood correctly by the Chinese so that 
they may cooperate with us without the slightest 
a ..prehension. Otherwise the construction of 
the new order would be impossible. for those 
who fail to understand to the end and persist 
even hereafter in their opposition against 
fafan, we hove no alternative than to exterminate 
them. 

it nr-y be s>t»tsd in passing that as indicated 

by s speech .in the • otion icture above referred 

to, the "extermination" of those ho st-ina in th-3 

way or who do rot understand the high spiritual »urpose 
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of Jcj-tc-n's military aggressions i.- called "self-

defense'1 * 

j.s the Japanese armies fou ht the Chinese in an 

"Incident" which lasted from September lv31 to Sept-

ember 1945, and 'hich included from 1937 to 1945 a 

total casualty list of Chinese soldiers in excess of 

(it. 3423) three million as well as uncounted numbers of civil-

ians killed, ounced ana rendered homeless, the Gov-

ernment of Ja ion undertook to take over the Govern-

ment the soil, the economy an the industry of each 

(It.3476-7) part of China as it was conquered, 
U.51S3 

The railways were taken over and -art under the 

(it.3479-80) joint control of the Iwantung ;.rmy and the South 
(R.5036) 

. anchuric.n Railway Co. .ocny. 

i-t the same tire the economy of China was being 

integrated with that of «fe,>an in accordance with the 
Jri.5iI9) 

policy expressed by the accused KwShllO, in which he 

envisaged tie development of the resources of iionchuria, 

Chin-, and all ^ast sia for the benefit of Japan (which 

lacked necessary resources). 
(I-IX,445j Through trie organization ana operation of the 
it. 5183) 

China affairs board, the horth China Development 
Ux. 459, ' ' ; 
R.5251,5297) Company, it ;., and Central China Promotion, Ltd; 
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(i-x.471-474 through tremendous investment in Chinese industry; 
1,. 5347- 5499) 1 •""""•"*""" — — —i— 

through the setting up of puppet governments in 

(mx.463, ireiping and honking; through the obtaining of 
K.5297) 

special rights and privileges under secret agreements 

in contravention of the Nine rover Treaty 0 a pan took 
(Sx.465, 
^.5327,52^9) possession of all of the resources of such parts of 

•• " 111 WIPMHW.11111 l—tii.n.wi •mu.mmi 

China as she cqps.uerSid»-. .> 

iit the Same time she proceeded to embarrass 

and humiliate the Governments of the United States 

and x̂ igiand and to kill and destroy the property 
^T——•——1—wn» iiwiihhuni ww«»ii»miBiiiiiiiiiB|iirtwr***T*r"'"*1|*f|1' "iir*"* 

of nationals of tnose an other European countries. It Was Japan's policy not only to establish her 

"new order" in j-iast ..sia, but to drive out ^nglo-

.̂iiiericans from ChLa . In 1935 ̂ he accused, i^TSUI, 

(H.2317) in a conversation vith General Ching "a'.vocated that 

~sia should be the -asia of the Asiatics and that Europ-

ean and ~v.eric._n influences should not be expanded". 

j.n j.940 tl-e accused H^ShlmCTO wrote: 

" "The moment we establish a policy to drive out 
all x-nglo— m- ric^ns from China, ^hino will begin 
to move toi ard o new order". 

In 1941 the accused, MTfU'JiA. Said: 

"--"-The work of the establishment of 
..anchukuo is the first step of the reconstruc-
tion of the new order in ^ast /.sia, and at the 
same time was a herald of the construction of the 
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"world new order and its position in the world 
history should je said to be very important. 
The true significance of the -anchurian incident 
will be realized for the first time when the 
construction of the new order in ^ast ^sia will 
be accomplished for ich we ore now making 
every endeavor." 

In 1944 the occused i'OIoO in <-n address before 

the uiet stated: 

"The real intention of Japan lies in the ex-
pulsion of '.nglo— -merican influence, the emanci-
pation of China by those countries which has 
continued for one ijundred years and the construc-
tion of a Greater -oast j.sia based u;.on ̂ orolity 
and a mutual cooperation." 

^ prominent Chinese, General Chin,2, correctly 

interpreted Japan's intentions by stating: 

"1 Was afraid t;,.at what he (ij.TSLl) meant 
by «sia of the Asiatics was actually the 
^sLa of the Japanese". 

The -aea -ue of Nations report of 6 October 1937 

concludes: 

"after exa; iriation of the facts laid before 
it, the Committee is bound to taie the view 
that the military operations carried on by 
Japan against China by land, sea and air are 
out of all proportion to the incident that 
occasioned the conflict: that such action 
cannot possibly facilitate or promote the 
friendly cooperation between tie two nations 
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'"that Japanese statesmen have affirmed to be the 
aim of their policy; that it can be justified 
neither on the basis of existing legal instruments 
nor on that of the right of self-defense, and that 
it is in contravention of Japan's o'oli -tions 
under the f»ine Power Treaty of February 6, 1922, and 
under the Fact of Faris of -ugust 27th, 1928." 

Sometimes the conspirators have spoken pleasingly 

of their desire to stabilize -<ast j-.sia and to bring 

peace to troubled peoples. 

(^iX.230-233 The all-pervading vice of ̂ V^y.fv.imention is that 
R. 2903-2932) " 

Japan in her aggressions in Lanchuria ana the rtst of 
(-JC.224, 
a.2933-5) China undertook to decide in Japan (and without consult-

(iO;,236 ing China) what territory belonging to China she would 
a. 2939-43) " — — -

occupy ci nd hoVvj v.hc t form of government should exist and 
C-x.240 —-—* 
R.2967-71) by whom it shall be organized, what industrial, comr:er-

(ijx.219 cial and financial systems should be established, how 
(R.2748-50) • ' Mm -• 

transorUtion, communications, press, radio, propoganda, 

censorshi. , customs and foreign relations should be 

controlled and conducted. Yet, neither by custom, 

International law, treaty, precedent nor otherwise 

were any of these matters in the slightest or most 

remote degree the business of Japan. She had no more 

right to arrogate to herself powers such as these in 

China than Chine, had to do so in Japan. uer acts were 

those of a lawless, aggresive invader and conqueror. 

\ 
/ 
f 
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They were in violation of Chinese sovereignty and of 

Japan's solemn obligations to China and the other 

signatories of the Nine ho'v er iract and other treaties. 

These acts were the result of the plotting and 

planning of these conspirators and a part of the 

overall plan for the conquest of "Greater iiast ̂ sia"* 

Military operations in 1937 and 1938 proved that 

Japan was engaged in a major war against China, al-

though Germany protested against Japan's aggression 

(Jix.466 in China under the guise of fighting communism in 
S • 5976 . 5977 > • - .•„. I ...n — in I I I •• • —— ~ — 

59$0) third states, the accused who were directing and 

(ux.486-H, influencing the course of Japanese aggression in 
R. 6002-15) 

i«st rtSia, by the early part of 1938 had won the un-

reserved support of Germany in her plans against 
China as well as against the Soviet Union. 

Germany was promised preferential trade treatment 

in China in consideration of the special relations which 

existed between Japan and Germany after the conclusion 

(iix.595, of the anti-Comintern Pact. The controversy which arose 
R.6604) 

out of the division of spoils in China afford a high 

degree of proof of the Japanese plan of subjugation and 

exploitation by aggressive warfare. 
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Japan and Germany embarked upon extensive programs of 

preparation for military operations and demonstrated 

si ilar intentions to wage aggressive warfare in their 

respective spheres of the vorld. Japan, actin through 

and under the influence of the accused, and Germany 
••• • • • 

conceived the idea of strengthening their respective 

international positions by inducing other nations to 

unite in close association ith them. This plan first 
took shape in the form of recruiting Ittly as a member o 

the ^nti-Gomintern xact on 6 h0ve.vber 1937, and was 

followed by the admission of *-anchukuo and Hungary to the 

xact on 22 February 1939 and Spain on 27 Asarch 1939. 

The Tact was renewed on 25 November 1941, at which time 

Bulgaria, Denmark, *inland, Croatia, Rumania, Slovakia 

and the puppet Wanking regime, under the name of 

"National Chinese Government", were admitted by declara-

tions of adherence. The next move was to obtain closer 

cooperation between the peoples of the «xis lowers by 

xjx.493, resorting to the device of concluding so-called cultural i 
R.604-6) 

treaties. 
£-x,494, 
xi.6046) 

although the accused, acting through their leaders, 

mobilized the entire strength of the nation for its war 

against China and von many naval and military victories, 

1 
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(-JX.487, 

they were unable to conclude the so-called China 

Incidento ^onsequentl; , they were brought to the 

realization of the necessity for closer collaboration 

of Germany, as demonstrated by the future course of 

negotiations. In ti.e »ords of OSHLj-., the accused 

wanted a military alliance with Germany "which vould^. 

help to conclude the China Incident and (l) to clarify 
— * — 1 -PI'it m n wihŵmwwiih •i'WiiniunniWW,.>il[M|WLjw>l,llauBMWW>llw|l|iiiiiWiiB uroiiiiiiwml-m1"'""" 

the fUissian situation so that troops could be deployed 

else here, (.2) to strengthen Japan's international 

it,605S) position,, and ( 3 ) to receive technilogical and economic 

aid fro;.: Germany." 
I I Mil _ II ~ 

t. division of opinion developed ir. the Japanese 

"••overnment as to the extent to vhich Ja;\an should be 

conimitted to participation in a German war against 

-ngland, France and the United states. J-n "pril 1939 

the conclusion was reached that a limited interpretation 

of the iact Was necessary from Japan's standpoint for the 

reason that Japan "was at the moment not yet in a position 
(nx,502, to come forward openly as the opposer of the three 
lit. 6100) 

democracies." Negotiations continued until the 

conclusion of a non-aggression treaty between Germany 

and the Soviet Union, the reaction from which caused the 

downfall of the Japanese Cabinet. 
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!!.?, expediency of quickly concluding; the Grerman-

Bussian non-aggression pact became apparent upon the 

dramatic German invasion of Iol^nd on 1 September 1939. 

Not: ithstc.naing the temporary setback to the conclusion 

of a Jopanese-German-It&lian military alliance, efforts 

were continued by the accused to develop closer Japanese-

eri .an relations » ith the vie« to ultimate conclusion 

•-> ' u tri- 'artite military alliance. 

-'•s the day of world conflagration approached the 

conduct an declarations of the accused, or their leaders, 

reveals.i more and more the common plan for the accorap-

Iii.P out of t: e so-called divine mission which they 

were preparing to impose upon -â st *.sia and the world 

by resorting to aggressive warfare to the extent 

necessary for the accomplishment of their objectives. 

In the southern areas French Indo-China occupied 

a strategic position of the highest importance over 

which Japanese control was necessary for any contemplated 

military operations against jjalaya, Singapore and the 

Netherlands East Indies and the fhillippines. In 

addition, Indo-China was rich in natural resources 

"it-ally needed by the Japanese economy for the continuance 

of war. 
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OSHIku, timing his action v.ith Hitler's initiation 

(EX,509. of war against Poland, advised military aggression in 
R.6136) 

the southern areas of C-reater Jiast *sia and against 

Hongkong, for which he declared the Japanese navy was 

prepared* 

Within two days after the German invasion of 

Belgium, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands on 9 Lay 1940, and 

within two days after the fall of France on 17 June, 

1940, the accused asked German assurances of a free hand 

in the Netherlands Last Indies and French Indo-China. 

This was fo.Uowed by a Japanese ultimatum to Lrench-Indo-

China relative to transportation of materials to 

(Ex.615-*, Chiang Kai-Shek. the same time negotiations were 
R.6797) 

renewed with Germany for the conclusion of the military 

(•ux.522. alliance. So strong was the demand for conclusion 
R.6I70) 

of a military alliance that a joint conference of the 

Japanese army, Navy and Foreign Off ice officials was 

held on 12 July 1940 for the purpose of intensifying 

efforts to procure such a pact. In this conference it was 

determined that "it is our object to realize the expansive 

purpose of the Japanese Empire and strengthen our 

international position by embodying an ultimate coopera-

tive connection between our empire, which is establishing 

a "new Order" in East Asia, and Germany, which is fighting 

for a "New Order" in Curope, 
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a unified policy bas^d on the )pi.>uons of the army 

xiND Sa-ry w.r. su<p̂ -wi. h*•.h it w.s . .."h.nsd that the 

(Ex, ̂ 27 area to be -.vi-:••:•* " the !,Wevr Order in the East" 

should tjctc-u : - ma t-nd the astern part of India 

to New Ze . tr:w ~he ;:iv:v.'?mert-iJ. principle cf the 

coalition should be corporation within, the respective 

spheres intended to be established by the -ocis Powersj 

that the Japanese conception cf "political leadership" 

was cott&juriored U, •>oo<-..paci oi the areas in 
(Ex. 528 
R. question, and that necessity existed for immediate 

execution of their plans, 
The Yonai dobmet was considered too weak to carry 

out th;-< f . reign policy,, so the accused forced its 

resignation and such men as KONOY-,, fe^TSUOKa, TOJO, 

HIRiJiUkA. CiiaEHI, CShllu,, and SIJIIL -TORI were put in 
responsible government positions. Tn..s the stage was 

set for the enactment of the final scene in carrying out _ 

that part of the corspiracy which was designed to secure 

Kxis help in accompMai ing the objects thereof. 

at a Four-Minister conference on 4 Sent ember 1940 U9 

it was determined thai the time was rioe for speedy in-

^ itiation of cnversfctic.- -i for a': .-e;;gthoning of colla-, 

R. ^71 boratia:: among J&r,cn, u • r * and Italy, The basic 

principles fox such conversations were declared to be 
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the making of a fundamental agreement for mutual 

cooperation "by all possible means," which included 

"recourse to armed forces,", 

1M 
On 27 September 1940 the Tri-Partite Fact between ' ' 

Japan, Germany and Italy was concluded with unprecedented 

speed» By its provisions the >xis Powers attempted to 

apportion the world by establishing areas in which the 

leadership of the respective powers was recognized, 

i&ch pledged full cooperation in the establishment of 

leadership within the sphere of the others, and political, 

economic and military aid was pledged in the event of 

an attack against any one of the signatories by a nation 

not then involved in the European war or in the war with 

China. Letters were secretly exchanged providing for 

consultation amon the signatories for the purpose of 

determining whether action or a chain of actions would 

constitute an attack within the meaning of the Pact. 

This Fact in its essence contained the ultimate development 

of the plot of the aggressive powers directed toward the 

division of the world arid the establishment of the 

so called New Order, which had for its purpose the extinguishment of democracy throughout the world*'an3 
° r—urmmTMWiiiiiiiiiiiiii n liMilinlWTOTrwwMBlituî u,—--—̂ ^ 

the subjugation of all the nations by the aggressive 

states, 
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It was the culmination of years of effort on the part 

of the accused or their leaders to form a military 

alliance in which the participating powers would by 

soaor.in agreement recognize Japan's so-called divine 

mission and agree to link their fate in the accomplish-

ment of its objectives. Without this coalition the 

accused could not have risked the fate of the Japanese 

Empire in initiating the final phases of their plan 

to establish a New Order in East *sia and the South 

Seus. In the atmosphere of the rrivy Council meetings 

held prior to the conclusion of the Pact and in the 

light of the declarations made by the accused and their 

co-conspirators in such meetings, there is no room left 

for doubt that the accused or their leaders had planned 

aggressive warfare and were seeking the political and 

military aid that such a treaty would afford. 

•r.lmost immediately after the conclusion of the 

Fact a rapprochonent with rtussia was suggested as -a pre-

(.ox.561, requisite f-̂ i-jW;-. -̂ n the regions south : " 

of C,.ilia. The accused, or their leaders, seized the 
f 1 H—air., m-

opportunity to mediate in the Indo-Chiia-Thailand border 

dispute as a device by which both Powers could be 

placed under obligation to the Japanese Government. In 
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the spirit of the Tri-Fartite-Pact, Germany extended 

valuable and effective aid in coercing Indo-China to 

its submission to Japanese demands. 

Close collaboration continued between the *>xis 

Powers until the attack agcinst American end British 

possessions ->n 7 December 1941. Foreign minister \ 

MHTSUOKA and embassador OSHIKa in conferences with 

Hitler, Ribbentrop, Goeriug and Funk discussed plans , 

for an attack on Singapore, the coordination of opera/ 

tions in th6 T'Ci+xc " ith operations in Europe, the 

exchange of technical information, and information 

derived from military operations in the field, and 

cooperation required by the ^xis towers in all spheres 

after the completion of the war. General commissions 

and commissions of a technical character, one military 

and one economic, were formed under the provisions of 

the Tri-Partite Pact in order to effectuate full 

collaboration among the -̂xis Powers. 

acting in full collaboration with their ̂ -iis 

partners, the accused unified the Japanese Government 

and nation behind the Tri-Partite Pact, and by their 

declarations and conduct put into motion forces 

designed to accomplish the objects of the conspiracy. 
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On It N0veciber 1941, Germany was askea if she would 

consider herself at war with the United States if Japan 

initiated the attack and whether Germany would ar:ter into 

///? 

an agreement not to conclude separately peace or an 

armisti e in case of war with the United States and O'ermany 

without hesitation, and in accord ith the spirit of the 

Tri-Partite I act, replied favorably to both inquiries. 

On 28 November 1941, RI3E£JTR0P declared, "There never >f 

has been and probably never will be a time when closer 

cooperation under the Tri-Partite Pact is so important". 

He also stated, "Should Japan become engaged in a war 

against the United States, Germany of course would join 

the war immediately". Italy made the same commitments. 

The efforts of the accused to obtain *otis assistance 

in the elocutions of their plans bore fruit. The Pearl 

Harbor attack occurred. Japan, Germany and Italy concluded 
-•••B^wwbwmw—-!^NMWMtfteMmw. 

a 'Wo Separc-te^eoceract" on 11 December 1941 to remain 1 

in force during the life of the Tri-Partite Pact. 

In this treaty the three Powers also agreed after the 

termination of the war to "cooperate most closely for 

the purpose of realizing a righteous ne\ order in 

the meaning of the Tri Partite Pact", "a military 

agreement in the spirit of the Tri Partite fact" was 
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concluded by the three powers on 18 Jan. 1942, bj which 

the world was divided into zones for military operations. 

The conduct and declarations of the accused and 

their co-conspirators relating to the negotiations for 

the Anti-Comintern- Pact, the veious trade and collateral 

agreements, the Tri-Partite Fact, the No Separate 

Peace Pact, and the Military Operational Agreement 

between the Axis Powers and collaboration under the 

same, we submit,constitute indubitable proof of the 

existence of the conspiracy charged. 
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Insofar as the conspiracy included plans to prepare 

for, initiate and wage wars of aggression against the 

Soviet Union, ample evidence has been offered to show 

that at all times included in this case it was the 

intention of the conspirators to attack Cassia and to 

seize and permanently hold parts of her territory lying 

in East *sia (particularly Siberia). The only differences 

which existed among the conspirators were as to when 

this should be done whether the advance should first 

be north or souths It has already been shown that the 

decision was to go south. This did not involve any 

abandonment of the plans to attack Russia it merely 

delayed their executions 

Througff^e period of the conspiracy many things 

were done in the planning of the aggressions against 

Russia. " ithin the limits of this presentation it is 

not possible or even desirable to make an exhaustive 

analysis of the evidence. It is sufficient to state 

that the evidence clearly shows that in the course 

of this conspiracy the following things were done: 

(Ex.666-839) 

R.7302-8177) During the period of 1928-1945 propaganda for wai 

of aggression against the Soviet Union was spread. 
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The seizure of Manchuria and turning it into a 

military base for an attack either on the Soviet Union 

or China in violation of the Portsmouth Treaty and the 

Peking Convention of 1925* 

The establisnment of a military base for an 

attack on the USSR in Korea in violation of the Ports-

mouth Treaty and the Peking Convention. 

The preparation of the population of Manchuria 

for war against the USSR, including the formation of the 

"Kyo-wa-kai" Society. Subversive activities of the 

Japanese"military and the employment of fihite Russian 

emigrants against the USSR in violation of the Peking 

Convention. 

Sabotage activities of the Japanese on the Chinese 

Eastern Railroad. 

Systematic violations of the stete frontier of 

the USSR. 

hn undeclared war of aggression against the USSR 

in the Lake Fhassan area during July and august of 1938. 

ideclared war of aggression against the USSR 

and the MongolianPeoples Republic in the Nomongham area 

in May-September 
jaaOMMk 

Refusal to accept Russia's proposal to conclude 
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a non-aggression pact as a manifestation of hostile 

aggressive policy of Japan against the USSR. 
« 

The conclusion of the ^nti-Comintern Pact. 

The conclusion of the Tri-Fartite Pact, 

(«x. 840,841 j 
842, 

(R,8260-8567) 

55*57 
(R.9189-9217, 

9226-9233 

AS the day drew near for the offensive which she 

believed would remove the last obstacles from the path 

of her conquest and control of Greater ^ast ^sia, 

Japan's preparations for war mounted to huge proportions, 

entailing a complete reorganization and greater control 

and centralization of her entire industrial, economic 

and financial structure and the closer integration of 

her political ond economic systems with those of 

hanchuria and China. These preparations included 

over-all mobilization of all of Japan's manpower. 

In carrying out her plans Japan, in 1933, withdrew 

from the league of Kationsj in 1934 she gave notice wf / 
Washington Naval Treaty; she"withdrew from the 

her withdrawal from the/1936 Naval Conference; she 
refused to adhere to the Fourfreen-Gun Limitation which 

had been agreed to by Britain* France and the United 

Military and naval plans not only required the 

mobilization, training and arming of vastly increased 

numbers of soldiers and sailors, acquisition of war ships, 
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(it. 684 
(R.8791-9075 carriers, aircraft, tanks, artillery and the countless Jjg'Vu^ 

impedimenta of modern war, but demanded the accumulatiojrtr-f^*-^ 

(R.9232-9262) of vast stores of material and long range plans for the 

acquisition of replacements as these were used. 

(k. 11,178) The iuardvtel Islands were fortified and otherwise 

prepared for tactical and strategic use in war. This was. § \i 

in direct violation of the mandate and of Japan's treaty 

(k.9156-81, obligations with the United States. 
R.11,196-11,202 
(ĵ x.23,29 

The proposed wars being of an aggressive character, 

involving the invasion of other countries, military 

currency to be used in such other countries in denomina- ^J 

(iux.852, tions of dollars, pesos and guilders was ordered printed 
R.8446-8470. ~ 

and held for use. 

The true scope of the grand design of the conspir-

ators to achieve political, military and economic control 

of the Asiatic continent and adjacent areas was fully 

developed in the evidence presented during the phase 

which covered the relations of Japan with the United 

States and Great Britain during the period of the 

indictment. 

This evidence showed that apart from the resistance 

of the Chinese and other peoples of ^sia, these two 

powerful nations were the great and formidable obstacles 
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to the successful achievement of all that the conspira-

tors planned. They were obstacles not only because of 

the vast financial and economic interests which they or 

their nationals possessed in China and the rest of <.sia, 

which had to be expelled or limited and subordinated to 

those of Japan if the conspiratorial plan was to be 

successful, but also because through solemn treaty 

and agreement Japan stood firmly bound with them to 

forego the aims and ends of the conspiracy and to for-

bear from any and all of the actions required to 

effectuate it. 

The evidence has shown that so long as the pro-

visions of the various treaties remained in full force, 

so long as the parties signatory to them felt themselves 

firmly bound to respect them both in letter and in spirit, 

the conspiracy to dominate the ^ast Asiatic and Pacific 

worlds could not be fully carried out. The object of 

the conspiracy could be successfully accomplished only 

if the formidable obstacles of the United States and , 

Great Britain could be removed, and this could be 

accomplished only if these treaty provisions ana their 

co-relative duties and obligations could be evaded, 

abrogated, altered, redefined, or broken. 
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The evidence in this phase of the case from 

the period from 1931 an told the story of the efforts 

of the conspirators to rid Ja^an of the duty of carry-

ing oat the various obligations which they had volun-

tarily undertaken of respecting the rights of others 

in the asiatic-racific world and of the resistance 

of the United otates and Great Britain to such 

efforts. To free Japan of her duties and obligations 

under these treaties so as to eliminate Britain and 

the United otates from the Asiatic v orld or to sub-

ordinate their rights there to those of Japan within 

the limits allowed by Japv.n, the evidence shows 

that the conspirators resorted to every kno.»n or 

conceivable method to evade, alter, abrogate or ' 

redefine the treaties. 

They used intimidation, fraud, artifice and 
im̂ mmmiibi nam 

chicanery, subtle redefinition of terminology, nego-

tiation, and when all else failed they resorted to the 
îi miururiiir "if- -•«—mw yi i rr,-•(—-—•'•-irr-iTriT-Tr'"Tii(-,T"iriiiTniifflTTir—r———— 
use of armed force in an aggressive wag-Against—fciisse ; " 
two western powers. 

The evidence showed that by the beginning of the 

year 1941 the situation had reached a critical stage 

and at this juncture the conspirators decided to 

finally accomplish their purpose of dominating the 

•hsiatic-tacific world and remove the obstacles 

to that project presented oy Great Britain and the 
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United States. To accomplish this they adopted a 

two-fold policy; on the one hand they negotiated with 

Britain and the United States on certain specific 

outstanding problems in accordance with certain pro-

posals which; xf accepted, would have left Japan 

the master of the ^siatic-facific world, with Britain 

and the United States relegated to whatever position 

Japan might allow; on the other hand they actively 

prepared for war with these countries with the 

same objectives and results. Both programs had the 

same objectives, and - hile some felt that they could 

accomplish the objectives of the conspiracy through 

negotiation, others viewed them as impossible from 

the beginning and regarded them only as useful 

(See -jc.920 to camouflage for active war preparations, to lull the 
1299) 

United States and Britain into a false feeling of 
(R. 9264 to m ^. x. 

1 l'=!c?3) security. To this latter grou, the negotiations were 
j 

an integral part of the preparation for war. 

Perhaps we who are Americans or British are 

inclined to regard the sudden and unprovoked attacks on 

irearl i .arbor, Kotabahru, Hong hong, and Davao as the 

culmination of this conspiracy. This is not true. The 

attacks on Britain and the United States were but steps 

in the grand design to become the maj&^&JiXja3.1MJia§t 

rfsia. This was the true objective - the end and purpose 
f t e/ery act n? the (vyis-ny-flf-nrg a± h.-ma â fl ̂ br-oari. 
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The machinations, the threats, the pressure, 

the military action, ail under cover of misleading and t 

false explanations, by which Japan forced large armies 

first into northern and later into southern Indo-China 

(iux.612-66 5 were but steos in the plans to acquire the complete 
E. 6731-7194 

control of that rich territory. 

The attempts to force concessions, the subversive 

activities, the spreading of propaganda, the military ^ j 

invasion of the Netherlands i.ast Indies, the forcing 

of Japan's political structure, of J&panese education, 

of Japanese propaganda, and the cultivation of 

Japanese inspired political movements within that 

1284-1354, country were but part and parcel of the objective 
(R.11669-12342 

to become its masters. 

In the course of the overall conspiracy which I 

have been discussing which is pleaded in Count 1 of 
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the Indictment, the lesser conspiracies alleged in 

Counts 2, 3, 4 and 5 were involved. They were bat part 

and parcel of the overall plan. The preparations for 

war alleged in Counts 6 to 17 inclusive, the initiation 

of the wars alleged in Counts 18 to 26 inclusive, the 

waging of the wars set forth in Counts 27 to 36 

inclusive were all crimes committed within the scope 

and course of the overall conspiracy pleaded in Count 

1 and concerning which 1 have been addressing the 

Tribunal. 

The charges of murder set forth in Counts 37 

to 52 inclusive, were perpetrated in the course and 

as ci part of the carrying out of the conspiracy. Each 

of these murders and countless tens of thousands not 

pleaded were but the ordinary, customary, expected and 

foreseen results of the wars of aggression contemplated 

by the conspirators. 

The conventional war crimes and crimes against 
Mii]iiDiiiiirn]~" m̂ tfT 

humanity set forth in Counts 53 to 55 inclusive were 

but the obvious, necessary and intended results of 
iHH'illW' 

the Kind of warfare lanned and intended by these inni"*""11*" 
conspirators, 

No one of the accused can disassociate himself 
Iii«.il.l«liii. .•nil—,, miinri....! •-|nwl«1Tr'-il«l»ll»M|l̂ ÎBiMfll,'lln'ir'liri'rirr'l["ttlt' ' 

from his participation in the overall criminal conspiracy 
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(Charter, 

11,6) 

alleged .• nd . •••.vudo No reasonable contention that 

any of the specific crimes charged v/os not i..ithin the 

scope, purpose or intent of that conspiracy can be 

maoc, it follows that each of the defendants is 

criminally liable for each act committed during the ... . . ..- ||||M|[|,. ||||~||| 
course of the criminal conspiracy. 

It is no defense that the position of any accused 

was "subordinate", or that he but obeyed orders.— 

neither under, common law, nor the charter, is such 
II I HMI1WWII.I1MII ' ' " ' 

claim a defense, and who can say in a conspiracy of 

this magnitude, what role w<.s "subordinate"? 

^s we come now to a consideration of the evidence 

showing the connection of the several defendants 

with the over-all conspiracy and their individual guilt 

it is well to bear in mind that the object of the 

plan or conspiracy upon which these defendants and 

others entered, was that Japan should secure and hold 

the irdiitary, naval, political and economic domination 

of all Bast asia ana the Pacific and Indian Oceans and 

all countries and islands therein and bordering thereon 

and at the same time drive the, "whites" out; that 

this object should be effected by me,.ns of declared or 
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undeclared wars of aggressi n and in violation of 

Jntern i b u l law, tresties, agreements and assurances, 

against any country or countries, including the 

countries sought to be seized, which might oppose 

that purpoa-?. 

The conspiracy envisaged and required the pre-

paration of the people of Japan by means of propaganda 

and cenc,rship to accept and join in the program 

intended, it involved the economic and political 

renovation, coordination and integration of Japan 

itself. It involved the keying of the Japanese 

economical and financial system to the expanded re-

quirements of aggressive war, and the integration of 

that system with those of conquered territories. It 

involved vast preparation by acquisition, manufacture 

and storing of arms, munitions and military and 

naval equipment. It involved the training of soldiers 

and sailors in vast numbers, and the mobilization for 

agriculture and industry of the man and woman power of 

Ja:«n. It involved the organization and use of the 

communication and transportation system of Japan and 

all conquered territories, it involved the organiza-

tion and use of the man power of conquered territories 
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for the benefit of Japanese military and civilian 

t s i - ' • ••• ^ 
• J 

industrial and economic requirements ,f It involved the 

cyer-all integration of all of the people, the terri-

tory, the men and material of Japan and her conquered 

territories for the single purpose of further military 

aggression and domination, while at the same time it 

required that in her International relations Japan 

should on the one hand conceal her true purpose and her 

war-like preparations and on the other hand seek by 

means of diplomacy to lull the other nations of the 

world into a sense of security and at the same time 

to obtain from them any and all concessions which 

would enable Japan to proceed with her grand objective. 

To accomplish this purpose there were required not 

only military men such as nJN-tvVI, TOJO, and 

others, but naval officers such as Nt.G.JvO, onlî D;-. and 

0i0», and propagandists such as OIL. r.t htiSHIHOTO, v-.Rt-.KI 

and oKIRe.TOPJj politicians such as KIDO and KaTSUOKnj 

industrial and economic experts such as HOSHINO; 

financial experts such as Kn'in; diplomats such as HI?0Tit, 

I J) 

TOGO, £>LiGii.iTjii, 03;JLi makers of puppets, such as 

DOnli Aft* and ITt.Gr.KI* and countless others. 
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The efforts of all thes. men in their many and 

varied fields were required in order that their grand 

objective might be attained, and while the roles of 

some were more spectacular and dramatic than those of 

others, each in his place ancLi^LjU^fciffl&S required _ 

performed his part and contributed effectively to the 

development of the plans, strategy and the action of 

the conspiracy. 

My brother, Mr. a.S. Comyns-Carr, associate 

Prosecutor from the United Kingdom, will now present to 

the Tribunal an analysis of the evidence showing the 

connection of each of the individual accused with the 

conspiracies here alleged and their criminal respon-

sibility for each of the specific crimes charged. 



T;aier tto Carter, it would seem not timely, 

v ct-!_ ji" per, ah this stage cf the trial frr the 

Fr •£ wcvuticn formally to sun up, cr fully to anf.-lyze 

the evidence. We hevp, therefore, made no effort to 

present c u full views in respect of all of the 

evidence so far offered. This presentation and that 

to follow are intended simply and. only to show: 

(l) That thore is (sufficient evidence, if 

tjacc-r.vrnijciod _r unexplained, to prove the existence 

m' ' ht; c;u?;.iracioci and the commission of the sub-

c" .7a oritacs alleged in the Indictment; 

("0 That e.'iCh of the eccusod was a responsible 
r .chin r cf >.o ccv.pirasy and as such criminally 

answerable r.s a oi-nr irator and also for the cub-

stcr.fi crir-:e ocm:r.:-.v o tl, vkether in the course of 

t e c..nspir "ci -- cr r̂ her•.dee-. 

If core t-V-vn thj a is rs;mired we submit that 

uad i •'} oxprci.s pn vicious of the charter the time 

to do so in after all evidence from the defence, as 

voll a3 the prosecution, hae "been heard. 

At any rate, it should be borne in mind that 

in considering a notion to dismiss at the end of the 

orococution case, it is the duty of the Court to take 
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as true all evidence and to draw all inferences 

therefrom favorable to the prosecution; and at 

the same time to disregard all conflicts, whether 

of evidence or inference. 

The arguments made by the defense have 

obviousjy disregarded this fundamental rule. 



REPLY TO MOTION ON JURISDICTION OF TRIBUNAL 

The notion, of the accused attempts to restrict the jurisdiction 

of this Court "by accused's construction of the language set forth in 

the. Potsdan Declaration, that "stern justice. should "be noted out to 

all war criminals, including thos who have visited cruelties upon 

our prisoners." 

In the notion there are other assertions or implications that 

the surrender of Japan vac subject to certain conditions in this 

respect. With this latter contention we have no concern in the con-

sideration of this notion as a natter of law. We do desire, however, 

to challenge and to deny any claim or implication that the surrender 

of Japan was subject to any condition whatsoever. Examination of the 

two Japanese communications transmitted to the various Allied govern-

ments through the: Swiss Government at the. time of the surrender will 

show that the surrender of the Japanese Government was without condition. 

An attempt is also made to limit the authority of this Court 

through a construction of the Proclamation which was issued by the 

Supreme Commander for the: Allied Pow rs when the Charter establishing 

the Court was promulgated. These observations made by accused in this 

notion likewise arc shewn to be erroneous, since the very first para-

graph of said Proclamation states: "WELEEAS, the United States and the 

Nations allied therewith in opposing the illegal wars of aggression of 

the Axis Nations, have from tine to tine made declarations of their 

intentions that war criminals should be brought to justice." 

Both the Special Pro clan -.t lr n her inbefore referred to and the 

Instrument of Surrender show with abundant clarity that the- Suprnrr 

0on andor for the Allied Powers "is authorized to take such stops as 

he deems proper to effectuate the Terns of Surrender." Ther arc 

other t< m s of the Proclamation sh"winf- the falsity of the concept 

set forth in the notion of the accused whieh it is not now necessary 

to indicate tn this Tribunal. 



The Potsdam Declaration, para/-raph 6 ...roads as follows: 

"There _must "be eliminated for all_ time the authority and influenc-

of those who have deceived and nisled the "people of Japan into embark-

ing on world conquest, f^r wc insist that a new order ^f pcace, security 

and justice will "be impossible until irresponsible militarism is drivtn 

from the world." 

Paragraph 13 of this Declaration roads: "We call upon the 

government of Japan to proclaim now the- unconditional aurrend* r of 

a.ll Japanese armed forces, and to provide proper and adequate assur-

ances of their good faith in such act ion. The alternative for Japan 

is prompt and utter destruction." This is plain language and is not 

susceptible of two views. 

Paragraph 2 of the Instrum. nt of Surrender, dated 2 Septcntkr 

1945, states: "We hereby proclaim the unconditional surrender to the 

Allied Powtrs of the Japanese Imperial G-en, ral Headquarters and of all 

Japanese armed forces and all armed forces under Japanese control 

wherever situated." 

The third paragraph of this Instrument reads: "We here."by command 

all Japanese forces wherever situated and the Japanese people to cease 

hostilities forthwith . .. . and to comply with all requirements which 

may be imposed by the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers or by 

agencies of the Jap-nee Government at his direction." 

Tht fifth paragraph of the Instrument provides: "Wc hereby 

command all civil, military and naval officials to obey and enforce 

all proclamations, orders and directives deemed by the Suprer. Or.-anc.er 

for the Allied Powers to be prop-r to effectuate this surrender . . . " 

The sixth paragraph states: "We hereby undertake for the Emperor, 

the Japanese Government and their successors to carry out the provisions 

of the Potsdam Declaration in ood faith, and to issue whatever orders 

and take whatever action may be required by the Suprcmi Commander for 

the Allied Powers or by any other designated representative of the 

2 



Allied. Pow. rs for the purpose of giving effect to thp.t Declaration." 

The last paragraph of the Instrument states: "The authority of 

the Emperor and tho Japanese Government to rule the state sh?„ll "be 

subject to the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers who will take 

such steps ps he deems proper to cffectunto thes,- terms of surrender." 

It is important then, in any proceeding relating to the inter-

pretation of the Terms of Surrender, emphatically to reject any false 

claim that this surrender instrument was conditional. Recourse to 

its terms will show that no such interpretation could he made "by 

anyone. 

The precise 1 gal proposition presented to this Oourt constitutes 

a clear challenge to the capacity of civilized nations to take cffectiv. 

prcv ntive steps to save civilization "by punishing the responsible 

individuals who brought about the scourge of aggressive warfare over 

a great part of the earth. It amounts to a claim that treaties, 

obligations and assurances solemnly. enter d into by a nation, through 

its duly constituted authoritir s, have, no real significance. The 

bold proposition is presented the proponents of this motion that 

individuals proved to have set in motion and directed forces bringing 

about ruthless and unjustified wars threatening the existence of 

civilization are, by reason of high official positions of responsibility 

which the:/ hold, immune from any punishment for such acts. 

This is tantamount to a clp in that a p.- rson, or group of persons 

acting, in concert, nay scatter fsoline and gunpowder throughout a 

building filled with human beings, stuff the closcts with oil-so?.ked 

rags, pile tinder against the doers, nail the windows shut so that 

the occupants cannot escape, and then, having handed n torch alrc-dy 

lighted by them to irresponsible ond helpless individu-ls under their 

domination and control, can order it to be appli-d, all with impunity; 

and that these leaders, directors and officials, having- obtained the 
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power to "bring this about — having planned, prepared and initiated 

it — car. never "be "brought to the "bar of justice. The necessary corrolary 

follows that the helpless dupes end victims who were subject to the 

control and orders of these leaders, as well as millions of other 

innocent individuals, mey undergo untold suffering for these acts 

while these leaders remain free frim punishment. And this is said 

to "be the law. Such a contention is as revolting as it is unsound. 

And the "broader point is raised "oy the accused's motion, whether 

mankind will place itself in a straightjacket of legal precepts (which 

are without foundation or logic) "by "bowing to the force of such worm-

wood legalisms, and leave these responsible criminals unpunished and 

at large? Is it supposed that in the meantime organized society must 

remain supinely quiescent, with the soft folded hands of indifference, 

and await its own destruction in a literal sense? It is tantamount to 

the assertion that mankind is without lawful power to save itself. 

The motion sets forth the narrow legal contention that "according 

to the general conception prevailing in July 1945 'war criminals' 

meant those who violated rules and customs of war after the commence-

ment of war and to be punishable according to the previous international 

law and customs." This proposition is said to be sustained by 

international law, and by what thes-> Japanese accused had a fair 

right to understand was the meaning of the term "war criminals" as 

employed as late as July 26, 1945. 

The accused conveniently omit some very important and relevant, 

and we contend determinative, statements and declarations addressed 

to this very subject. We shall proceed to outline some of them. 

In 1919 the signatories to the Treaty of Versailles, including 

Japan, made provision for the trial of William II "for a supreme 

offense against international morality and .the sanctity of treaty." 

In 1920 the members of the League of Nations, including Japan, 

K 
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agreed that a war entered upon in violation of the provisions of the 

Covenant providing for peaceful settlement should "bo regarded as an 

act of war against all of the members of the League. A war in viola-

tion of the Covenant thus became an illegal war, and any acts of 

violence accompanying it should be described as crimes against the 

international community. 

The Geneva Protocol for the Pacific Settlement ef International 

Disputes, signed by the representatives of forty-eight nations, 

provided specifically: "A war of aggression constitutes an inter-

national crime." This was followed in the Eighth Assembly of the 

League of Nations in 1927 by a unanimous resolution in almost the 

same language. Janan was a signatory of both of these instruments. 

The Sixth Pan-American Conference of 1928 adopted a resolution 

on ag&ression, the preamble of which specifically states "that war 

of aggression constitutes an international crime against the human 

spccies." 

By the Kellogg—Briand Pact, signed in Paris August 27, 1928, 

the Contracting Parties (that is, practically the whole community of 

the civilized vorld, including Japan), after solemnly declaring "in 

the name of their respective peoples" that they condemned recourse to 

war for the solution of international controversies, renounced war as 

en instrument of national policy in their relations with one another. 

Although the text of this Pact does not use the word "crime", it is 

clear that the Contracting Parties, by the fact of renouncing war 

"as an instrument ef national policy", meant to put the system of 

aggressive warfare outside the law, that is, to make it illegal. 

It is, of course, of no import to make acts done by individuals 

illegal unless such individuals come within the classification of 

law breakers or criminals. 

It is evident, then, that by 1928 all the civilized nations in the 

world, by solemn commitments and agreements, recognized and pronounced 
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wars of agression to V international crime n, and thus <. stablished 

the illegality of war as a positive rule of international law. 

To this existing obligation not to wa: o an illegal war in violation 

of a positive rule of international law, there was a super-imposed 

contractual obligation not to wa^e war in violation of specific 

treaties. We hope that n ither in points asserted in support of 

this motion nor throughout this trial there - ill b tho claim made 

by anyone that treaties have no significance. 

What is the meaning of the tern "war criminals"? 

On November 1, 1943 ther<. xvas issued at Moscow an historic 

declaration by President Koosevelt, Prime Minister Churchill and 

Marshal Stalin nn behalf of their respective governments, wher in 

a clcar-cut line of distinction was drawn between war criminals, 

char ed with navia. been responsible for or having taken part in 

atrocities, massacres and the execution of prisoners of war or civil-

ian populations, and what were termed for convenience major war 

criminals, "whooc offenses have no particular geographical location 

and who will be punished by the joint decision of the Government of 

tho Allies." 

On November 6, 1942, at a mooting of the Moscow Sovi&v. on the 

25th anniversary of the Revolution, Marshal Stalin announced that 

one of the objectives of th- war was "to destroy the bated New Order 

in Lurope and to punish those who established it." 

A year later on the next anniversary, the same authority publicly 

rcitcrat'd the intention to punish all war criminals, including those 

responsible for the war. At that time Stalin told the xtussian people 

and the world: "To. ether with -ur allies we shall take measures that 

all the Fascist criminals responsible for the present war and the 

sufferings of peoples in whatever country they may hide themselves 

will get severe punishment and retribution for all their crimes. 
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On February 12, 1943, President Roosevelt in his Important address 

on the "birthday of the Great Emancipator, Lincoln, clearly enunciated 

that: "To these panicky attempts to escape the cnsequences of their 

crimes wo say — all the United Nations say — that the only terms 

on which we shall deal with an Axis govr-rnment t any Axis factions 

are the terms proclaimed at Casablanca: 'Unconditional Surrender'. 

In our uncompromising policy we roan no harm to the common people of 

the Axis nations. But wo do mean to impose -punishment and retribution 

in full unon their "uiltv, barbaric leaders." 

And as far back as October 12, 1942, ?r. sieent Roosevelt, in a 

rac io broadcast to the American nation which was heard all over the 

world, emphatically declared that "We have made it entirely clear that 

the United Nations seek no mass reprisals against the populations of 

Germany • r Italy or Japan. But the rin."L aders and their brutal 

henchmen must be named, and apprehended, and tried in accordance with 

the .judicial processes of criminal law." 

In the Cairo Conference, 1 D-cember 1943, the United States of 

America through President Roosevelt, the Republic of China through 

Generalissimo Chiang Kai-sh.k, and the United Kingdom through its 

Prime Minister Churchill, declared: "Tho several military missions 

have agreed upon future military operations against Japan. The Three 

Great Allies expressed their resolve to bring unrelenting pressure 

against their brutal enemies by soa, land, and air. This pressure 

is already rising. . . The Three Great Allies are fighting this 

war to restrain and punish the aggression of Japan." 

What is the fair meaning of this stern warning, "to restrain 

and punish the aggression of Japan"? Do the accused contend that 

such punishnunt should be related only to those helpless and unfortunate 

among the Japanese people who had no part in bringing about thrs. wars 

of aggression, and who, as we believe, were themselves dupes and 

victims of these very accused; to those Japanese whoso lives were 
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sacrificed, in figures running into the millions, and whfcse cities and 

harbors were smashed in a manner never 'before known in history; to 

those who are new left the "bitter and difficult road to rehabilitation? 

Did the Allied leaders refer to those people in this stern warning? 

Did our leaders intend that a "benevolent and kindly immunity was to be 

extended to the plotters, the planners and the dictators of this world 

holocaust? This is a. nueer s^rt of reasoning — one that we believe 

would be difficult not only to impress upon this Court, but upon the 

peoples of all nations, including those of Japan. 

The Fotsdam Declaration, wherein the intentions of the Powers were 

set forth, proclaimed "by heads of the Governments of the United States, 

the United Kingdom, and China, and later adopted by the Union of Soviet 

Socialist Republics, states in paragraph 10: "We do not intend that 

the Japanese shall bo enslaved as a race or destroyed a„s a nation, "but 

stern justice shall be meted out ti all war criminals, including / 
those who have visited cruelties upon our prisoners." This, together 

with paragraph 8 of the said Declaration, providing: "The terms of 

the Cairo Declaration shall be carried out," incorporating of course 

that part of tho Cairo Declaration which stated: "The Three Great 

Allies are fighting this war to restrain and punish the aggression 

of Japan," shew clearly that all of these accused were put upon 

notice, as was the entire Japanese nation, of the exact purposes of 

the Allies, and emphasizes that stern punishment would be meted out 

to those guilty of planning, initiating and waging these aggressive 

Wars — the same stern justice that is awarded to common felons. 
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I JR. CQLIYK5 CAHR'S REPLY TO TIC IlOTlOI? OH rJI-lC JURISDICTION 
OF TTHj trubiial" 

This Motion doss not purport to attack the './hole jurisdiction of 
the Tribunal,but is in effect an attempt to strike out certain Counts 
of the Indictment and an attack upon certain parts of the Charter. It 
is based entirely upon an attempt to construe in a narrow way certain 
phrases in the Fotsdam Declaration an:1, the Instrument of Surrender. 
It can guite easily be disposed of on this basis, but we desire to point 
out two objections to this method of approach. 

The first is that as appears from the opening paragraph of the 
special Proclamation establishing this Tribunal, the right of the Allied 
nations to bring '.Tar Criminals to justice is not based solely upon the 
assent of the Japanese Government by the Instrument of Surrender to the 
terms of tho Potsdam Declaration and other documents incorporated 
therewith. On the contrary any nation or group of nations has an 
inherent right to bring "ar Criminals to justice whenever an! wherever 
they have tho opportunity to do so, unless they have by Treaty debarred 
themselves from that right. This principle has been many times laid 
down and is well summarised in the following passage from Stowell's 
"International Law" published in 1931 a-fc P a S e 597-3: 

"The states assembled in a general conclave possess all 
the powers of international law, just as formerly the assembly 
of the tribe ha! plenary powers of legislation, judication, and 
administration. Generally an! normally tho punishment of the 
individual • oull, as has been sail, be left to the state of the 
offender, an! in the event of its delinquency or failure to 
apply tho lav;, a stato acting vicariously would then apply the 
same penal provisions. In extraordinary cases, however, when 
it is lieccssary to safeguard international society from the 
disgrace an! the dangers of unpunished crimes against the peace 
of nations, the states in conference may post hoc (after the act) 
defino the offemes, organise the judicature* an! enforce 
submission to the julgnant. But in such a proceeding it is 
always to be remembered that international law guarantees to 
every individual a minimum of security, an! requires that ho be 
not tried, convicted, an! punished ithout enjoying tho iue 
process of law," 

The secon! objection is that although tho Potsdam Declaration 
lai! down certain terns in tho form of statements as to tho intentions 
of the Allies, it enle'd in paragraph 13 by demanding the unconditional 
surrender of all Japanese arme! forccs. 

At. attempt by the Japanese Government to introduce a condition 
in the communication forwarded by the S./iss Charges d'affaires on 
August 10th, 1945» "as promptly rejected on August 11th an! in the 
Instrument of Surrender itself tho Japanese Government in terms 
proclaimed unconditional surrender. The statements of intention in 
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tha Potsdam Declaration and other documents are being and ..'ill be fully-
carried out, but they cannot in our submission give any rights to these 
Defendants or enable them to found any attack upon the Charter. 

Coming now to deal with the first point in the I-Iotion,on the 
basis of the Potsdam Declaration, it appears that the Motion is founded 
upon an attempt to give to the words "":ar Criminals" in paragraph 10, 
a narrow meaning restricting it to what are described in the Charter 
in Article 5 (b) as "Conventional '.Tar Crimes", It is obvious, however, 
that paragraph 10 of the Potsdam Declaration does not purport to 
contain a full definition of n"ai- Criminals", but leaves that, as it 
leaves many other matters, to be amplified by subsequent orders of the 
Supreme Commander acting on behalf of the Allied powers, This is made 
clear in the third paragraph of the letter of August 11th, 1945; "from 
the moment of surrender the authority of the Dmperor and the Japanese 
Government to rule the state shall bo subject to the Supreme Commander 
of the Allied Powers, who will take such steps as he deems proper to 
effectuate the surrender terms'1. This sontence is repeated verbatim 
in the last paragraph of the Instrument of Surrender itself, neverthe-
less Paragraph 10 of the Potsdam Declaration,when the appropriate words 
are read in full: "stern justice shall be meted out to all "ar Criminals 
including those who have visited cruelties upon our prisoners", makes 
it clear that Crimes other than those described as Conventional Par 
Crimes, are included. 

The Motion alleges that "according to the general conception 
prevailing in July 1945» " a r Criminals meant those who violated rules 
and customs of war after the commencement of war and to be punishable 
according to the previous international laws and customs". There is no 
warrant whatever for this statement or implication that the expression 
"'.Tar Criminals" :as confined to this particular class. If it was not 
clear before the Treaty of Versailles by Article 227 made it plain. 
It reads as follows: 

"The Allied and Associated Powers publicly arraign 
Viilliam II of Hohenaollern, formerly German Haperor, for 
a supreme offence against international morality and the 
sanctity of treaties. 

A special tribunal ".'ill be constituted to try the 
accused, thereby assuring him the guarantees essential 
to the right of defence. It will be composed of five 
julges, one appointed by each of the following Powers: 
namely, the United Statos of America, Great Britain, Prance, 
Italy and Japan. 

In its .lecieion the tribunal \ ill be guided by the 
highest motives of international policy, with a view to 
vindicating the solemn obligations of international 
undertakings and the validity of international morality. 
It will be its duty to fi:: the punishment • iiich it considers 
shoull be imposed. 

The Allied anT Associated Powers -..ill address a request 
to the Government of the Hetherlands for the surrender to 
them of the ex-Hiperor in order that he may be put on trial". 
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This treaty was signed by twenty eight States including Japan as one 
of the principal victorious Powers in the first "orld "ar, no.' one of 
the defeated, Italy another, Germany one of the nations then and now 
defeated and the following Powers then and now victorious and mentioned 
in this Indictment:- The United States of America (representing then 
also the Commonwealth of the Philippines now separately represented), 
the British Umpire (including the Commonwealth of Australia, Canada, 
New Zealand and India now separately represented), France and China; 
also Portugal and Siam referred to in this Indictment,and a number of 
other nations then and now among the victorious Allies, but not 
represented here. It was ratified by twenty four of the above-
mentioned twenty eight States, including Japan. It was not ratified 
by the United States of America owing to the change of view which 
developed there "ith regard to the Covenant a? tte Lcagje cf Nations which 
formed Part I of the Treaty. 

The trial of the Paiser never took place owing to the fact that 
he had taken refuge in the Hetherlands and there was no Treaty available 
for his extradition from that country on the charges named. 

The passage from Stowell which I have already cited, continues 
as follows 

"The victorious allies, acting for international society, 
had a right to try the Paiser, if so minded, for his personal 
responsibility in the events of August, 1914« hut they would 
have had no right to appoint a court of politicians and to 
refuse him the production of such documents from their own 
archives as he might require for his defense. 

In the present stato of public opinion it is probably 
as well that 110 attempt as male to carry out the provisions 
of the treaty in regard to the trial of the Ilaiser, but it is 
necossary to preserve the principle of personal responsibility 
in order to protect society and to punish offenses Jhich 
cannot be defined in advanco". 

In this case the question which causod somo controversy in the case 
of the Kaiser as to the propriety of trying the head of a State does 
not arise. The Defendants' .horn we are bringing to trial are those 
who, as we e::pect to prove, exercised in Japan the effective power to 
commit the crimes against peace hich we arc charging. Tho principle 
wa3 clearly laid down. The precedent was established and acknowledged 
by so many nations including Japan, 

3von then, however, it was not in principle new. As the Hotion 
itself a lad ts,the right of a belligerent to try and punish offenders 
against the laws and customs of war ha! long been universally 
recognised. In reality it is based simply upon a breach of intern-
ational lav/ partly enshrined in treaties. The principle is exactly 
the sous '. hen applied to other breaches of international law and 
treaties such as those covered by Article 5 (a) of the Charter and 



by the Counts in Group One of this Indictment. The only reason why 
the principle had not before 1915 been applied to breaches of 
international law other than the laws and customs of war , is that no 
clear case of such broaches had arisen and there were at that time 
very fow general troatios of the type the brcahh of which we now allege 

To take as a particular example,the opening of hostilities 
"ithout a declaration of war or ultimatum. This was dealt with by 
Treaty for the first time in the Third Hague Convention of 1907. 
Stowe11 at page 452 summarises the position as follows:-

"Warning of Intention. International security and respect 
for good faith require that the supposedly friendly and mutually 
trustful relations of peace should not be interrupted without a 
warning sufficient to constitute due notice. This it would 
appear has evor been the rule among all peoples. The fundamental 
purpose of the rule is to prevent- treachery and the fear of it 
which oul.l render peace of so precarious a nature as to be almost 
worse than ar. Among primitive peoples generally and among 
European nations until more recent times, recourse to war was 
always preceded by a formal notice or declaration. Gut in more 
recent wars there have been instances in which recourse to 
hostilities occurred - ithout a formal and prior declaration. 

It was for lack of such express notice that accusations were 
hurled at Japan in 1904 of having treacherously begun her attack 
on the liissian fleet. The merits of that particular controversy 
have been discussed by jurists -. ith acrimony and ability, Japan 
herself recognised the desirability of avoiding the likelihood of 
any similar controversy in the future, and she therefore concurred 
in the adoption of the Hague Convention (III) of October 13, 1907» 
Relative to the Opening of Hostilities, hich in the preamble 
stating its purpose declares that the signatory states: ••'Consider-
ing that it is important, in order to ensure the maintenance of 
pacific relations, that hostilities should not commence .'ithout 
previous warning; 

"That it is equally important that the existence of a state 
of war should be notified ithout delay to neutral Powers; 

"Being desirous of concluding a Convention to this effect, 
have appointed the following as their plenipotentiaries 

And in fulfilment of this statement of purpose the Convention 
contains the folio .ing article : 

"Article I, The contracting powers rccognise that hostilities 
between themselves must not commence without previous and 
explicit warning, in the form either of a declaration of war, 
giving roasons, or of an ultimat mi with conditional 
declaration of war" 

The most important of the other Treaties, broaches of which are alleged 
in Groups One ami Two of the Indictment, are Treaties which wore 
entered into in or after 1907; many of thorn were entered into after 
1919. 
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The Prosecution submits therefore, that Article 227 of the Treat--

of Versailles was merely giving effect to a prinCiplo already troll 
established although in relation to a now subject matter and that the 
same principle 'hich was applied then by Japan, amongst other ...overs, 
to the responsibility of the highest individuals for breaches of 
treaties then in force, is equally applicable to breaches of treaties 
•.'hich have come into force since that date. 

The absurdity of Uio Defendants' contention is trull illustrated when one 
notices that it is extended to cover an objection to the trial of 
Crimes against Humanity^and of charges of Harder of combatants and 
non-combatants at the commonaement of • ar and during its execution• 
Hague Convention IV of 1907 deals not only with Crimes committed 
against Prisoners of • far, but ..ith Crimes committed in the course of 
hostilities and also with Crimes committed against the civilian 
population in occupied territories. "ith regard to the charges of 
luirder in the initiation of hostilities, this is probably not the 
occasion on 1 "hich to elaborate the argument which will bo submitted to 
the Court on this question. The basis of it is that the Crime of 
Harder in the intentional killing of a human being without legal 
justification. Amongst other legal justifications for uch killing 
•:hich might exist, is lawful belligerency, that is to say, the right 
of a soldier to kill his enemy in the course of a la' ful war, in a 
manner and under circumstances not forbid Ion by the lavs of war. 
We shall contend ..hon the evidence has been given that in the cases 
chargdd, no such justification existed; in some cases because 
hostilities were commenced ithout warning, in some cases because they 
.ere in breach of other treaties forbidding aggression, in other 
cases because they were c • ntrary to the la 3 and customs of war which 
include unlawful conduct towards both combatants and non-combatants. 

There is no Count in the Indictment charging the use of opium 
and other narcotics as a 'Jar Crime in itself; it is only allege I as 
one of the means by which unlawful ars wore carried on. 

To obtain convictions on these Counts, o shall have to deal with 
propositions both of law and fact, but to suggest that this Tribunal 
has no jurisdiction to entertain charges of Harder, a jurisdiction 
plainly conferred upon it by the Charter, is in our submission, the 
height of absurdity. 

'idie fact that • porticul r international convention dealing with 
the law of war does not rpecify that violations thereof are punishable, 
does not preclude punishment for violations thereof which are war crimes. 

The practice of punishing war crimes had boon a part of cucto:aary 
law long before certain of the laws wore put into the form of treaties 
and conventions. International conventions fr, .1 the Pied Cross 
Convention of loo.'.;, to the Geneva Convention? ef I929 have not contained 
provisions for the punishment of war criv.es committed in violation of 



thoir provisions. Nothing could be clearer than that there was no 
intention to depart from the pre-existing practice of punishing 
violations when they amounted to "ar crimes. 

The customary law prior to tho first of those conventions is 
sot out in richer1 s General Order 100 of 2he April 1363, par. Iji' - "All 
wanton violcnco coi.vj.itted against persons in the invaded country, all 
destruction of property not commanded by the authorised officer, all 
robbery, all pillage or sacking.... all rape, wounding, maiming, or 
killing of such inhabitants, are prohibited under the penalty of death, 
or such other severe punishment as may seem adequate for tho gravity of 
the offencen. 

The practice of punishment has continued down to the present 
time. Thousands of such cases have been tried by military tribunals 
since the start of the practice of stating tho substantive la'.? of war 
in international conventions. In aldition to the thousands of military 
trials, the Leipzig trials are familiar examples of trial and punishment 
for war crimes committed in violation of the Hospital Ship Convention 
of 1907 and the Hague Regulations, neither of which expressly provided 
penal sanctions for violations of their terns. 

In ox parto Ouirin (291.U,3.) Chief Justice IStone accepts as 
established law that military courts have power to inflict punishments 
on individuals and that they have jurisdiction to give effect to 
offencos spocifiod in the Hague Convention and similar offences so as 
to givo full scope to tho governing purposes. 

It follows that tho lack of any statement in the treaties, on 
which we are relying and ..iiich are set out in Appendix 3, as to the 
legal consequences to an individual responsible for their broach, i3 
therefore cf no significance. In our submission the consequences of 
a breach of such treaties are exactly the same as is shown by the 
established rule in tho ease of those which deal ". ith Conventional 'ar 
Crimes. Those who break treaties, or the International Laws which 
they amplify, are all equally Tar Criminals and punishable according 
to the gravity of their offence, 

'The Charter lays down that principle by which this Tribunal is 
bound, a-.d in loinj so follows well-known International Law, 
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Point II in the notion falls into two parts. The first is an 
assertion that tho purpose of the Potsdam. Declaration and of the 
Instrument of Surrender was to terminate the state of war then exist-
ing botwoon Japan and tho Allied powers, and goes on to submit that 
Crimes alleged to'have boon committed in Count 2 against China, and in 
Counts 25, 26, 35, 36, 51 and 52 against tho Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics, aro not within the jurisdiction of this Court because they 
occurred at various dctos in tho past, 1 

There aro two fallacies in this contention. The first is that 
the Instrument of Surrender terminated a war. It did not, it terminat-
ed hostilities; a state of war continues in the form of military 
occupation and will bo terminated at some future date. The second 
fallacy is that tho Instrument of Surrender dealt only with matters 
arising out of hostilities commencing at any particular date. As far 
as China is concerned this is clear when one looks at paragraph 0 of 
tho Potsdam Declaration, which incorporates tho Cairo Declaration. 
The latter makes it clear that territories, including those referred 
to in Count 2, hich Japan had stolen from the Chinese, should 00 
restored to the Republic of China regardless of the date of the theft, 
or at all events going back to 1914« It also deals with tho freedom 
of I-Iorea. ".Thother tho war of Japan against China should be regarded 
as continuous from tho 13th. September, 1931 onwards or as having a 
fresh start on 7th July, 1937, is one which the Tribunal may find it 
necessary to determine on tho facto, Tho indictment provides distinct 
Counts (2 and 3, and 13 and 1 9 , and 27 and 23,) enabling the Tribunal 
to give cffoct to oith-r vie. which it may take on this question. 
In our submission even if the Tribunal should toko the view (contrary 
to the submission that wo shall make), that these'are to bo regarded 
as separate ware, there is nothing in the Charter, the terms of 
Surrender or tho Potsdam Declaration to prevent tho tribunal from 
exercising jurisdiction with ro&arcl to Crimed committed by any of the 
Defendants in connection with either of thorn,. 

The some remarks apply • ith oqurl force to the Crimes against 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics alleged in the Counts above 
mentioned, s. far as they are based upon tho same contention with 
regard to time. It appears, however, that the objection to those Counts 
is also based upon a further contention that the matters in question 
have been settled by certain alleged agreements which are not before 
tho Court, and must, together with tho attendant circumstances be the 
subjoct of evidence. This is a matter which the Defendants can bring 
forward wh.011 they present their case. 

If the Tribunal thinks it bettor to postpone giving any decision 
on either of the contentions raised in point II until they have hoard 
the evidence, the Prosecution 'ould raise no objection to this course. 
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point III begins by reiterating certain arguments v.dth regard 
to the meaning and purpose of the Potsdam Declaration and tho 
Instrument of Surrender, which have already been dealt with. It goes 
on to put forward tho proposition that Crimes cannot bo charged as 
being comittod against any country which was not at • ar with Japan 
on July 26th 1945» 01- was not ono of tho Alliod Powers mcntionod in 
those documents, and socks to apply that contention to Counts 4i l&i 
24 and 34 so'far as they relate to Thailand (Siam), The argument, if 
well-founded, would bo equally applicable to tho inclusion of that 
country in Count 5 and to tho inclusion of tho Republic of Portugal 
in Counts 4 -nd 5 in Counts 53 > 54 --ncl 35- In our submission, 
however, there is no substance in it at all. There is no limitation 
in paragraph 10 of the Potsdam Declaration as to the countries against 
"whom ""ar Crimes may have been committed. There may be such limitation 
with regard to Prisoners for the obvious reason that thcro could not 
be prisoners of war o::ccpt those .ho were nationals of countries at 
war. Again the mention of IZorea in-tho Cairo Declaration helps to mako 
this clear, 

'To ask therefore, that the Motion be dismissed. 'ro have not put 
before the Tribunal at this stage our full argument on the questions 
of International La-.; which it raisos. But it is our earnest hope that 
hen the Tribunal comes to deliver its final judgment; after hearing ftQl 
argumcnt, it will contain an authoritative pronouncement on these 
matters. 


